
Design Christmas baubles
Instructions No. 1826
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 30 Minutes

The classic Christmas tree should Christmas Balls not be missing. But special baubles are often very expensive. We have created many
different variations, which look really great and don't cost much.

Glass balls with glitter

Tape the glass balls partly with masking tape, for example only to cover one
half of the ball with glitter. ApplyNapkin varnish with a brush where there
should be glitter later. Pour the different types of glitter into flat bowls or
onto a plate. Now turn the balls in the glitter until all areas are covered with
it. Then let the paint dry completely.

If there are still some spots left after drying, you can again Napkin varnishand turn the balls in the glitter once more. After you are satisfied with your result,
you can remove the adhesive strips. Finally, attach Cords with glitter effect at the top of the eyelets as suspension. The balls can be optionally equipped with a
Marker can be labeled.

White balls with Glitter Liner

In our example, the white balls were decorated Silver with a glitter liner in a
colour of your choice. Beautiful patterns such as dots, squiggles and stripes,
shapes such as stars and fir trees or even a writing with handlettering can be
applied to the balls. The decorations with the Glitter Liner make them look
Christmas Balls especially noble. Then attach colour-coordinated satin
ribbons as a hanging band to the eyelets of the balls.

Tip: Of course, you can also use other shades of the Glitter Liners for
decoration or you can already use coloured Christmas tree balls, which you
decorate with white or silver-coloured Glitter Liners.

Glass ball with light chain and Diamond-snow

Carefully remove the suspension at the top and pour some -snow Diamondinto the ball. You can also
add some glitter for a special effect. Now close the opening. With a porcelain pencil or porcelain paint
you can write on the ball or colour it a little bit.

You can also decorate the ball with gold or silver relief embroidery or turn the Napkin technique on the
bullets. To do this, simply select a wish-Napkin , cut out individual parts of it with sharp scissors and
loosen the unprinted layers of the Apply Napkin. now with a soft brush Napkin varnish, specially made

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/craft-techniques/napkin-technique/


for glass items. Now put the napkin parts on the ball and apply again something Napkin varnish on.
IMPORTANT: The varnish should always be applied from the inside out so that the thin napkin layer does
not tear.

Article number Article name Qty
334563-02 VBS Glitter LinerSilver-Glitter 1
415712-80 Organza ribbon, 3 mmWhite 1
686440 VBS Glass balls, Ø 8 cm, 2 pieces 1
436014-03 Glitter 9er setGold 1
722018 VBS Napkin varnish "Glossy"100 ml 1
567725-07 POSCA Marker PC-1MCBlack 1
562171-01 edding 753 "Gloss varnish-Marker Calligraphy"Gold 1
70522 Crepe-Adhesive tape, 50 m 1
436892 Diamond snow 1
762182-01 edding 4200 Porcelain brushpenBlack 1

Article information:
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